Get started with Norton Family
If you're not sure how to protect your children while they're online, help is here!
We'll get you up and running in no time, and provide everything you need to protect
your family from Internet dangers and inappropriate content. We'll even help you
keep your children from passing along confidential information online.
Use the information below to set up Norton Family and help your kids enjoy the
Internet safely. It is easy and takes only three steps. You can also set up Norton
Family on your mobile device to get instant alerts and to change your family settings
at any time.
What is Norton Family?
Norton Family is an online service that helps you to monitor the Internet activities of
your children from anywhere using Norton Family website or Norton Family mobile
app for parents. Thereby, it helps parents to protect their children from Internet
dangers and lets children practice safe online behavior and develop good online
habits.

Safe & sound
The internet is a great social and educational tool for children, but their rich online
lives and wide networks can also expose them to hidden temptations and dangers.
That's where Norton™ Family comes in...
A tool that's been designed to help you keep your children safe online, Norton™
Family lets you establish sensible, age-appropriate parameters for your kids' online
activity.
Easy as 1, 2, 3...
1. Create your Norton™ Family account
2. Download Norton™ Family onto all your PCs, Android mobile phones or tablets.
There is no limit on the number of devices you can download this on.
3. Assign a User Name and Date of Birth for each user and allocate users for each
device. Age-related default settings will be configured automatically: to personalise
settings, simply log into the Norton™ Family Centre.
Norton™ Family






Easy to set up, with default settings based on your children's ages
Prevents access to inappropriate online content
Shows you how your children represent themselves on social networks*
Lets you prevent your children from sharing sensitive personal information online*
Helps you manage their computer time*.
*Features only available for PC.
Norton™ Family is available for PC, Android smartphones and tablets. It is simple to
set up and free and now you can try Norton™ Family Premier free for 30 days. At

the end of 30 days your subscription will revert to Norton Family unless you choose
to subscribe to Norton™ Family Premier.
Why not get it now? You will see the sign up link here when you are connected to
the internet using EE Broadband network.
Find out more about how EE are helping keep children safe on the internet here

